DESCRIPTION

Overcoming Perception Difficulties:

The use of **colour to contrast** to highlight key locations in the home and care support environments, can make it easier for people with vision or perception difficulties to find these locations.

Contrast is the key, and accepted to be the most important aspect in a Dementia Care support environment.

Leaving the door open can assist a person to locate the toilet when they need it.

PURCHASING INFORMATION

**Haron International**

Tel (03) 9870 9966 / 1800 808 179

Bemis toilet seats Approx $71.77+gst+pp.


Can be ordered from: Bunnings, Tradelink, Mitre 10, Reece Plumbing, Galvin’s Plumbing or Samios. Contact your nearest branch.

**ENWARE Products:**

Website: enware.com.au

Email: info@enware.com.au

For more information on colour contrast and good dementia design please visit:

enablingenvironments.com.au